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ENG 1.65 Does the fact that Enbridgc is moving fonvard with its Texas Access pipeline 
project change any of the Company's claims regarding the reasons for 
building the Southern Access Extension pipeline or the benefits it will bring 
to the Illinois region? If so, itemize and explain each change. If not, explain 
why not given that the stated purpose of the Texas Access pipeline is to 
remove crude oil supplies from Illinois for delivery to the gulf coast. 

Response prepared by: 
Name: Dale Burgess 
Title: Director Southern Access 
Address: 1201 Jasper Avenue Edmonton, All T5J 3N7 

Name: 
Title: 
Address: 

Charles J. Cicchetti, Ph.D. 
Pacific Economic Group 
301 North Lake Avenue 
Pasadena, CA 91101 

Enbridge and ExxonMobil have not made a decision to move forward with the Texas Access 
Pipeline project. As stated in Enbridge's Application, the need for added pipeline capacity 
between the Patoka Hub and U.S. Gulf area refineries has been under consideration for some 
time. The joint announcement made on November 19,2007 by Enbridge Inc. and ExxonMobil 
Pipeline Company is simply a step in solicitation for binding commitments from potential 
shippers for the proposed 30-inch pipeline from Patoka to the refrnery area along the Texas Gulf 
Coast. The success of this solicitation (often referred to as an nOpen Seasonn) wiII not be known 
until March 2008 and the conclusion of the solicitation period. Depending on the results of this 
solicitation, both the Enbridge and ExxoruYfobil Boards of Directors wiII need to review the level 
of market commitments and consider the feasibility of the proposed project. 

Moreover, it is important to note that the purpose of the proposed Texas Access Pipeline is not to 
n ... remove crude oil supplies from Illinois ... ,n as asserted in the Data Request. Rather, as 
stated in the joint Enbridge and ExxonMobil announcement of November 19, 2007, the purpose 
of the proposed Texas Access Pipeline project is to expand the North America pipeline 
infrastructure to increase the reliable supply of crude oil to U.S. refineries, including those in the 
Nederlands and Houston, Texas areas, not to remove crude oil supplies from Illinois. 

Incremental crude supplies to Patoka are not limited to the 400,000 bpd planned by the Southern 
Access Extension Project involved in this Docket. Enbridge's Southern Access Expansion 
Pipeline, certificated in Docket 06-0470, is a 42-inch pipeline \\lth an initial capacity of 400,000 
bpd but is expandable \\1th the addition of further pumping stations and pumping horsepower to 
an ultimate capacity of 1.2 million bpd. The Southern Access Extension Pipeline which 
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Enbridge seeks certification for in this Docket is a 36-inch pipeline with an initial capacity of 
400,000 bpd which is also expandable with added pump stations to as much as 800,000 bpd. 
Along with deliveries into Patoka via the PlatteIWoodPat and LakeheadlMustang pipeline 
systems and incremental deliveries to Patoka by the Keystone Project certificated in Dkt. No. 06-
0458, there is a potential in the coming years for supplies coming into Patoka to greatly exceed 
Illinois and PADD II refinery demand. The Texas Access Pipeline would, ifit proceeds, serve to 
deliver that incremental supply to meet refinery market demand along portions of the U.S. Gulf 
Coast. 

The possibility of a line to Texas does not change the analysis of the Southern Access Extension 
line. Even if the Texas Access Pipeline project proceeds, the benefits to Midwest and global 
markets provided by the Southern Access Extension Project described in Enbridge's testimony 
are still valid. The Southern Access Extension Project adds 400,000 bpd of secure North 
American crude oil to global markets, the United States market, and the Illinois refinery markets. 
The Texas Access Pipeline docs not negate the benefits of this capacity. Thus, global crude oil 
markets are tight and spare capacity in recent years has precariously declined, as thoroughly 
discussed in testimony provided by Dr. Cicchetti. Both the tight markets and lack of spare 
capacity cause higher energy prices and increase crude oil price volatility worldwide. Using 
about 80 million bpd as an approximate measure for global crude oil consumption means that an 
additional 400,000 bpd would increase worldwide supplies by about Y, percent. While this is not 
a huge increase to total worldwide supplies, it is the type of small incremental contributions that, 
together, help alleviate the current tight supply. The world level of Spare Capacity has recently 
moved within the range of one to two million bpd. This has meant oil prices jump with each 
relatively minor disturbance in various parts of the world that tweak oil supply and world oil 
flows. The Southern Access Extension would, in effect, add 400,000 bpd to global Spare 
Capacity. This represents about a 20 to 40 percent increase in global spare capacity. Literally, 
this would help restore a relative modicum of Spare Capacity. Given oil prices in the $100 per 
barrel range, any spare supply capacity increase is beneficial. 

On the national level, the Southern Access Extension \~ill provide access to a wider regional and 
national refinery market for both U.S. Rockies production and rising production from western 
Canada. North Dakota and eastern Montana production increases from the Williston Basin are 
the only rising domestic supplies in the lower-48 onshore U.S. states. While other parts of 
onshore U.S. production of crude oil continue to decline, Canadian crude oil supply is rising and 
is as secure as domestic crude. More imports from the U.S.'s northern neighbor means, on 
average, less dependence on imports from less friendly countries outside North America. 
Production from the Canadian oil sands is a secure and economical source of oil that will benefit 
the state and the region. Furthermore, the U.S. economy is more economically interdependent 
with the Canadian economy than the U.S. economy is with any other nation's economy from 
which it secures oil imports. This means that there would be a far greater proportion of the 
dollars retained in the United States as more Canadian oil is imported and replaces imports from 
other nations. This creates jobs and stimulates economic activity in the U.S., including the mid-
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wcst portion of the United States. Illinois particularly benefits from this increase in Canadian 
petro-dollars given its relative proximity to Alberta. 

Of course, Illinois consumers also benefit from the Expansion Project since Illinois consumers 
purchase petroleum products whose prices are reset as crude oil prices change globally. 
Anjihing that favorably affects world crude prices would reduce petroleum product prices, 
causing Illinois consumers to benefit and vice versa. Further, the national security and economic 
benefits also inure to the benefit of Illinois. Moreover, there are potentially additional benefits 
for Illinois, even if inflows on the Southern Access Extension Pipeline into Illinois are precisely 
offset with outflows on the Texas Access Pipeline. One component of such additional benefits 
would be the economic benefits to Illinois as Canadian shippers and consumers gain and spend 
more money in Illinois. Further, Illinois refinery supply security would increase as upstream 
crude oil comes from a more secure Canadian source that traverses the state. Even if the Texas 
Access Pipeline transports all the additional crude oil delivered into Patoka by the Enbridge 
Southern Access Extension Pipeline, this increased crude oil flow would increase Illinois supply 
security because this line would pass through the Illinois pipeline/refinery market during normal 
periods. This is true even if there are downstream security or supply losses adversely affecting 
downstream refineries and crude oil imports as the line would remain available and accessible to 
the Illinois market. 

As well, the Texas Access Pipeline, even if fully subscribed at the same approximate 400,000 
bpd as the Southern Access Extension, 'Nill transport supplies from Patoka that arrive from a 
variety of sources. Illinois producers will thus have increased pipeline access to a variety of 
markets. 
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project change any of the Company's claims regarding tbe reasons for 
building tbe Southern Access Extension pipeline or the benefits it will bring 
to the Illinois region? If so, itemize and explain eacb change. If not, explain 
why not given that the stated purpose of the Texas Access pipeline is to 
remove crude oil supplies from Illinois for delivery to the gulf coast. 

Response prepared by: 
Name: Dale Burgess 
Title: Director Southern Access 
Address 1201 Jasper Avenue Edmonton. All T5J 3N7 

Enbridge repeats and incorporates by reference its prior response to this data request. Further, as 
an update to that response, Enbridge states that the "Open Season" reference therein was 
concluded on March 14, 2008. Currently, the sponsors of the project continue to evaluate the 
results of that effort and are engaged in discussions with shippers regarding project feasibility 
and possible commercial terms. It is not known how long this process will continue nor what the 
result will be as modifications to the project are explored. It is not anticipated that Enhridge will 
be in a position to advise the Commission further for some time but Enbridge will supplement 
this response again if it becomes necessary. Enbridge remains committed to the Southern Access 
Extension Pipeline project, the subject of this proceeding, for all the reasons set forth in its prior 
Data Request response and its pre-filed testimony. 
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ENG 1.66 Will Mr. Cicchetti's calculation of $407.7 million in savings for Illinois 
residents due to the Southern Access and Southern Access Extension projects 
change in any way if Enhridge were to huild the Texas Access pipeline? If 
so, provide a new analysis that reflects these changes. If not, eX)llain why it 
remains the samc. 

Response prepared by: 
Name: Charles J. Cicchetti, Ph.D. 
TitIe: Pacific Economic Group 
Address: 301 North Lake Avenue 

Pasadena, CA 91101 

Dr. Cicchetti's calculation would not change as long as Canadian oil production does not decline 
with the Texas Access Pipeline. This would not reasonably happen. If, as is more likely, the 
combination of the Southern Access Extension and the Texas Access Pipeline cause Canadian oil 
production to increase, the $406.7 million in benefits to Illinois would actually increase. The 
reason why this is so is straightforward. With no change in Canadian production above the 
estimated 400,000 bpd increase associated with the Southern Access Extension, there would be 
no change in benefits for Illinois. More important, the Texas Access Pipeline would most likely 
provide further impetus for Alberta producers to invest in major upgrading and production 
projects as additional and geographically diverse refinery markets are connected with reliable 
pipeline transport. If anything, the proposed Texas Access Pipeline could induce added 
investment in Canadian production which would increase the estimated benefits for Illinois. Dr. 
Cicchetti estimated the $406.7 million of Illinois benefits using Illinois consumption estimates 
and worldwide, or global, crude price effects. The latter flowed through to affect product prices. 
These price effects would be the same as long as there is 400,000 bpd of additional crude 
production in Canada shipped over the Southern Access Extension regardless of where it is 
refined or used. It makes no difference in this calculation whether the crude flowing on the 
Southern Access Extension remains in the Midwest or flows to the Gulf States. However, if 
more oil-sands crude production is stimulated, the resulting "price" benefits would increase 
worldwide and the estimated benefits for Illinois would increase beyond $406.7 million. 

EXHIBIT9C 
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ENG 1.67 If Enbridge builds the Texas Access pipeline and uses it to transport crude 
oil out of Illinois, will there be enough remaining supplies in the P ADD II 
region to meet the demand of the refineries, even after they have expanded 
their capacity to handle Canadian crnde? If yes, then explain wby the 
Southern Access Extension project is needed if there are already sufficient 
supplies in the region. If no, explain why Enbridge is touting increased 
regional supplies as a reason to build the Southern Access Extension pipeline. 

Response prepared by: 
Name: Dale Burgess 
Title: Director Southern Access 
Address: 10201 Jasper Avenue Edmonton, AB T5J 3N7 

See Answer to ENG 1.65. The premise of the Data Request is erroneous -- crude will not be 
diverted from Illinois refineries to Texas refiners. Any movements to Texas will be incremental 
supplies. Moreover, as shown in Dkt. 06-0470 and in the Application and testimony here, there 
are not sufficient native Illinois and P ADD II supplies to meet the growing demand in the state 
and region. 

EXHIBIT9D 
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ENG 1.68 Will Enbridge proceed with its Texas Access pipeline project even if the 
Commission does not grant it a certificate for the Sonthern Access Extension 
project? If yes, explain how the Company will go abont completing the 
Southern Access Extension leg of the project without a certilicate. 

Response prepared by: 
Name: Dale Burgess 
Title: Director Southern Access 
Address: 10201 Jasper Avenue Edmonton. AB T5J 3N7 

Enbridge cannot confinn at this time that the Southern Access Extension Project would proceed 
without certification from the Illinois Commerce Commission. While it has always been 
Enbridge's approach and commitment to acquire easements through mutually agreeable 
negotiations with all lando\\·ners, it is possible that Enbridge could reach impasse with one or 
more landowners. This impasse could be caused by a landowner refusing to negotiate or a 
landowner demanding compensation that surpasses fair market value. Should such impasses 
occur, and should Enbridge be without certification and eminent domain authority, Enbridge 
would need to reassess the economics of the proposed project with its shippers, who ultimately 
would bear the higher costs of the project incurred by major route diversions or exorbitant land 
costs. There could also be higher social costs (additional ROW needed, new environmental 
impacts, etc.) if Enbridge should be forced to deviate from its carefully selected route. The 
Extension Project would require re-evaluation in such circumstances. Further, while Patoka 
receives crude oil from a number of pipelines, the proposed Texas Access Pipeline would also 
need to be reevaluated should the Commission deny certification for the Southern Access 
Extension Project. It may well be that in such circumstances the movement of Canadian and 
Williston Basin crude to other refinery market areas, such as the U.S. west coast, and/or 
increased exports to Asian markets, may be more attractive to producers and shippers. If access 
to those markets is also constrained by the lack of pipeline transport, producers might well reo 
evaluate investments in drilling or major upgrading projects. 
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